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NyquiMoss ECOLOGICAL PANELS

Architects are increasingly using natural and ecological 
materials in their projects, symbolizing a return to natu-
re. Vertical gardens are the latest trend in interior desi-
gn. Natural, specially prepared decorative moss is one of 
the most interesting proposals for the design of so-called 
"green walls".

NyquiMoss is a decorative moss made of a special type of 
ground moss - reindeer lichen f rom Norway. Thanks to the 
salinity process, moss retains its natural appearance and 
color that lasts for many years. It requires no maintenance, 
watering or access to light, so it can be used in darkened 
rooms. In addition to its great esthetics, it also has an extre-
mely pleasant texture to the touch as it retains its natural 
softness and elasticity

Thanks to the use of a special acoustic foam underlay, 
NyquiMoss fulf ils not only a decorative function, but also 
an acoustic one, with a high sound absorption coeff icient. 
The moss modules make it possible to obtain any shape 
on the wall, to cut out logos or writings. Special dyes make 
NyquiMoss available in a wide range of colours - f rom vivid 
green to intense red or purple tones.

Acoustic moss allows you to have a lot of greenary witho-
ut losing usable space. Walls made of this material create 
the effect of a living, three-dimensional wallpaper, which 
introduces a natural and warm atmosphere to any interior. 
NyqiMoss is perfect for all kinds of representative rooms, 
such as receptions, conference rooms, hotel lobbies, open 
spaces or modern public spaces.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

NyquiMoss ECOLOGICAL PANELS

NyqiMoss products are decorative panels with a high 
sound absorption coeff icient of aw ≥ 0.90 *. They are made 
of special acoustic foam with "open cell" structure. It is 
elastic, deformable and resistant to short-term surface 
pressure. The outer layer of NyquiMoss is decorative moss, 
made f rom ground lichen, dyed in one of several dozen 
available colors. It requires no watering, no pruning, and 
no additional maintenance. The top decorative layer retains 
its natural elasticity, will not crumble or break. It is suitable 
for indoor use where the humidity exceeds 30%. In case of 
lower humidity, a humidif ier can be used.

MATERIALS

The dimensions of individual modules made of acoustic 
moss are adapted to the given order and the size of the 
adapted space. The panels can be mounted to the wall 
with glue or NYQUITAPE double-sided tapes. There is also 
a decorative version of Nyqimoss without acoustic foam 
underlay, which does not have absorbing properties. It is 
possible to order unusual shapes, logos or letters.

OTHER

PRODUCT PROPERTIES

+/- 5 mm

soft

yes

DIMENSIONAL DEVIATIONS

SURFACE STRUCTURE

NATURAL PRODUCT

REQUIRED MOISTURE 30%

WATERING NECCESSITY

ASSEMBLY

ECOLOGICAL PRODUCT

walls

yes

REACTION TO UV LIGHT none

not required


